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Abstract:  Spread-F irregularities as seen in ionograms manifest as scintillations in VHF, UHF, 
and GHz frequency transmissions, and produce aspect sensitive scatter VHF and UHF radar 
signals incident normal to the geo-magnetic field lines. While the horizontal extent of the 
irregularities region producing Spread – F and scintillations are of first Fresnel zone dimensions, 
the irregularities causing coherent scatter are of size equal to half the radar-operating 
wavelength. This implies that hierarchies of irregularities coexist simultaneously and various 
theories were put forward for the formation of irregularities in the ionosphere. All the theories 
are based on the precursors such as large height raise of the F layer in the post-sunset period. 
There have been reports of identical geophysical conditions including post sunset F region height 
raise wherein Spread F occurred on some days and no spread F on some days. This is some times 
attributed to the presence or absence of seed perturbations such as TIDs. 
 
Coherent HF Doppler radar, operating at 5.5 MHz was commissioned and operated to record 
simultaneously the signal strength and Doppler velocity in various range bins of the spread F 
echo.  The spread F echo, sampled as in phase (I) and quadrature (Q) components, in 16 range 
bins at intervals of 50 � sec was recorded at a rate of 50 samples per second in each range bin 
was recorded. Data was acquired from 1700 to 0200 hrs on the following day to obtain the 
changes in the Doppler velocity with time. At the starting time of the acquisition there was a 
specular echo from the F region, which showed large upward velocities initially. By about 1800 
hrs the upward velocity decreased to very low values followed by small down ward velocities. 
Before the onset of spread F the time variations of Doppler velocities showed the presence of 
Traveling Ionosphere Disturbances. In the intense spread F echo also there were often specular 
echoes showing fast varying velocities with time at all heights. The echo intensity showed large 
vertical extents of irregularities region lasting a few tens of minutes. These are similar to the 
Spread F intensity maps observed in VHF radars at Jicamarca, which were interpreted as 
ionization bubbles.  The Doppler velocity in the bubbles showed large variations both in time 
and height. The detailed features of the echo intensity and Doppler velocities in different range 
bins of the spread F echo observed in the HF Doppler radar data will be described and 
interpreted.                              
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